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a b s t r a c t

When used as conductive additive at the positive electrode of Ni-MH batteries, the Na0.6CoO2 phase is
converted, during the first charge, by oxidation, in a �-hydrated cobalt oxyhydroxide, which exhibits
promising performances. The behavior of these phases was studied in specific deep discharge or low
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potential storage conditions, through electrochemical short-circuit experiments. The evolution of the
electrodes during the cycling was followed by X-ray diffraction and SEM analysis. These novel additives
appear to be more efficient in these extreme conditions than the CoO or Co(OH)2 additives, commonly
used in industrial devices.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
odium cobaltite
eep discharge

. Introduction

In Ni-MH batteries, the current technology of pasted positive
lectrodes needs to use conductive additives, since the elec-
rochemical active material, Ni(OH)2, exhibits a poor electronic
onductivity [1,2]. CoO cobalt oxide or Co(OH)2 cobalt oxyhydrox-
de, which are usual additives, are transformed, during the first
harge, into a conductive HxCoO2 type phase [3,4]. This one is unsta-
le at low voltages; it is indeed reduced into Co(OH)2, which is
oluble in the electrolyte, leading to a degradation of the conductive
etwork and a capacity loss of the battery [5–7]. That is the reason
hy research works are now devoted to new additives, to prevent

he instability of the conductive network. The addition of bismuth
o the cobalt phases [8] or the use of a conductive HxLiyCo3−ıO4
pinel type phase, formed in situ under specific conditions [9–11],
re solutions proposed in literature.

In this context, the effect of the Na0.6CoO2 phase, as conducting
dditive to Ni(OH)2, has been investigated in our lab. This layered

xide is a promising conductive additive, thanks to its metallic elec-
ronic conductivity and its good stability in the potential range of
i-MH batteries. Preliminary works of Tronel et al. have shown, in
ur lab, a good efficiency of the additive, even at low potential [12].

∗ Corresponding author at: CNRS, ICMCB, 87, Av. Dr. A. Schweitzer, 33608 Pessac
edex, France. Tel.: +33 5 40 00 27 25; fax: +33 5 40 00 66 98.

E-mail address: guerlou@icmcb-bordeaux.cnrs.fr (L. Guerlou-Demourgues).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.03.031
This study was motivated by the registration, by Japanese battery
manufacturers, of several patents, which underlined the benefi-
cial effect of sodium on the stabilisation of the cobalt conductive
subnetwork [13–15]. Tronel et al. have shown that the Na0.6CoO2
phase is transformed, after few cycles within the electrode, into a
�-type hydrated cobalt oxyhydroxide [16]. This latter phase, formed
in situ, is a promising candidate because it exhibits a slow reduction
kinetics in concentrated alkaline electrolyte [17].

The usual method, employed to test “resistance” of the battery
with regard to a deep discharge or a long storage in discharged
state, consists in keeping the cell, at the end of a discharge, in short-
circuit on a resistor during several days. The present paper aims at
comparing, in these conditions, the behaviors and the evolutions
of the Na0.6CoO2 phase and deriving �-type cobalt oxyhydroxides
with those of the usual Co(OH)2 additive, which is known to entail
a loss of efficiency of the conductive network in such conditions.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of the conductive additives
The Na0.6CoO2 phase is synthesized by solid-state reaction from
Co3O4 and Na2O (12 wt.% excess) oxides in a tubular furnace, at
550 ◦C, during 15 h, under oxygen flux [18]. The Co3O4 precursor is
obtained by decomposition of CoCO3, during 12 h, at 440 ◦C, under
flowing O2.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:guerlou@icmcb-bordeaux.cnrs.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.03.031
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electrochemical oxidation, exhibit high conductivity with a metallic
behavior, whereas the material obtained by ageing presents a lower
conductivity. Let us remember that, as mentioned in Section 2.1,
this latter phase is biphasic, containing a �-Co type and a �(III)-
M. Douin et al. / Journal of P

Three different processes are used to prepare �-cobalt oxyhy-
roxide phases (denoted as �-Co in the following) from Na0.6CoO2.
he first method consists of an oxidizing hydrolysis, which is
erformed by introducing 1 g of Na0.6CoO2 in 200 mL of a 4 M
OH–0.8 M NaClO solution [4]. After a 15-h stirring, the material

s recovered by centrifugation, rinsed in deionised water and dried
5 h at 60 ◦C. The second technique used consists of an electrochem-
cal oxidation of the Na0.6CoO2 phase. 3 g of Na0.6CoO2 is trapped,
y mechanical pressure, between two pieces of nickel foam. The
o-constituted electrode is “sandwiched” between two cadmium
lectrodes. The cell is immersed into an 8 M KOH electrolyte. After
20-h soaking, the cell is charged for 5 h at the C/20 rate. (The the-
retical capacity “C” of the battery is calculated on the basis of one
lectron exchanged per cobalt atom.) Then, the positive electrode
s removed, rinsed in deionised water and dried for 15 h at 60 ◦C.
he two pieces of nickel foam of the electrode are simply unsticked
ne of each other, to recover the cobalt material. Finally, the third
ethod that is used to obtain a �-Co phase consists in ageing the
a0.6CoO2 phase, during one month, in 8 M KOH electrolyte. Such

reatment leads to spontaneous transformation of Na0.6CoO2 into
mixture of a majority �-Co type phase and of a �(III) type phase,
s described in a previous paper [17].

.2. Preparation of the cells

Electrodes for electrochemical experiments are prepared by
ixing 2/3 of Ni(OH)2 active material (OMG E148309-1 nickel

ydroxide, containing small amounts of syncrystallized cobalt and
inc) and 1/3 of studied conductive material (weight fraction).
wt.% “powdered” PTFE is then added as a binder. 200 mg of

he mixture is pasted on a nickel foam (1 cm × 4 cm), which play
oth the roles of electrode support and current collector. The so-
onstituted positive electrode is pressed at 1 t cm−2, wrapped into a
on-woven tissue and then positioned between two polyvinyl chlo-
ide plates. Two sintered cadmium hydroxide electrodes are placed
n both sides of the positive electrode. Their capacity is strongly
xceeding that of the positive electrode, so as not to play a limiting
ole with regard to the cycling of the battery. The cadmium elec-
rode plays also the role of reference electrode, so that all potential
alues are given in this paper versus Cd(OH)2/Cd potential. The cell
s immersed in an 8 M KOH electrolyte solution.

.3. Characterization

A galvanostatic cycling is started about 18 h after the addition
f the electrolyte. The first cycle consists of a charge, for 20 h, at
he C/10 rate, followed by a discharge, down to 0.9 V, at the C/5
ate (the theoretical capacity “C” of the battery is calculated on the
asis of one electron exchanged per nickel atom.) Then, the cycling
rocess consists in alternating 6-h charges and discharges down to
.9 V, at the C/5 rate. In the middle of the cycling, a low potential
torage test is carried out by performing a short-circuit of the cell
n a 10 � resistance, during 3 days. The classical cycling at the C/5
ate is afterwards started again (up to 60 cycles).

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data are collected with a PANalytical
’pert Pro diffractometer, using the K� Co radiation. The diffrac-

ion patterns are recorded in the [5–110◦] (2�) angular range, using
0.0167◦ (2�) step, with an active length of 2.122◦ in the detector

nd a constant counting time of 100 s per step. XRD character-
zations of the electrode materials are systematically performed
n the discharged state. Let us note that, when XRD analysis is

erformed directly on the electrode, no special care is taken in
erms of sample preparation; the rules of isodensity and ran-
om disorientation of crystallites are therefore not systematically
atched. Consequently, XRD patterns give qualitative but not

uantitative information: the relative intensity of the diffraction
ources 193 (2009) 864–870 865

lines, corresponding to two phases in a sample, cannot be directly
compared.

Scanning electron micrographs are collected with a Hitachi S-
4500 field emission microscope, with an accelerating voltage of
3.0 kV, in secondary electrons mode.

Temperature-dependent electronic conductivity measurements
are carried out with the four-probe technique [19], using a direct
current. Because of the low-temperature synthesis, the studied
material could not be sintered. For this reason, pellets (8 mm of
diameter and approximately 1.2 mm in thickness) are only obtained
by compacting 200 mg of powder, at 8 t cm−2, under vacuum.

Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectrometry, performed at
SAFT laboratory, in Bordeaux (France), was used for Na, K, and Co
titrations. The oxidation state of cobalt was determined in the lab-
oratory by the iodometric titration method [11].

3. Electrochemical performances of the cobalt conductive
additives

3.1. Conductive additives studied

In the present paper, five cobalt phases are studied as conduc-
tive additive at the positive electrode of Ni-MH battery: Na0.6CoO2,
the three derivative �-Co phases, obtained in different synthe-
sis conditions (as described in Section 2.1), and Co(OH)2, which,
commonly used in industrial devices, plays the role of reference
additive. Table 1 summarises the chemical compositions and the
average oxidation degree of cobalt in these synthesized four mate-
rials. Comparison of the chemical compositions of the three �-Co
derivatives materials with the composition of the Na0.6CoO2 pre-
cursor phase shows the exchange of a majority part of the sodium
ions by potassium ions, which occurs simultaneously with insertion
of water molecules [17].

As these materials are intended to be used as conductive addi-
tives, their electronic conductivity was examined. The curves are
presented in Fig. 1, while conductivity and activation energy values
at room temperature are reported in Table 1.

The Na0.6CoO2 and the �-Co phases, obtained by chemical or
Fig. 1. Variation of the logarithm of electrical conductivity versus reciprocal tem-
perature for the Na0.6CoO2 phase and the derived �-Co phases, obtained by ageing
in KOH, electrochemical oxidation or chemical oxidation from Na0.6CoO2.
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Table 1
Comparison of chemical compositions, average oxidation states of cobalt, conductivity and activation energy values at room temperature, for the studied conductive additives:
Na0.6CoO2, the material obtained by ageing in KOH, �-Co obtained by electrochemical oxidation and �-Co obtained by chemical oxidation from the Na0.6CoO2 phase.

Co (wt.%) K (wt.%) Na (wt.%) Ox. degree of cobalt � (298 K) (S cm−1) Ea (298 K) (eV)

Na0.6CoO2 56.0 – 12.9 3.4 1.1 0.005
Material aged in KOH 49.4 11.1 3.1 3.4 8 × 10−2 0.05
�-Co (electrochemical oxidation) 52.0 8.9 2.2 3.6 5.7 0.007
�-Co (chemical oxidation) 54.5 9.7 1.7 3.6 9.5 0.003

Fig. 2. Evolution of the number of electron exchanged per nickel atom, for electrodes
containing Ni(OH)2, without any additive or with 33% conductive material added.
T
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Table 2
Number of electron exchanged per nickel atom before and after short-circuit,
depending on the conductive additive used: Co(OH)2, Na0.6CoO2, material aged in
KOH, �-Co obtained by electrochemical oxidation, �-Co obtained by chemical oxi-
dation from Na0.6CoO2.

Before
short-circuit

After
short-circuit

Percentage
difference

Without additive 0.4 0.50 +25%
Co(OH)2 0.95 0.90 −7%
Na0.6CoO2 0.85 0.95 +12%
Material aged in KOH 0.90 0.95 +6%
he 5 additives studied were: reference Co(OH)2, Na0.6CoO2, the material obtained
fter ageing in KOH, and the �-Co phases, obtained by electrochemical oxidation or
hemical oxidation from Na0.6CoO2.

o type phase [17]; the semi-conductor character of the �(III)-Co
omponent is the reason for the difference with the other studied
-Co phases.

The metallic character of Na0.6CoO2 and the �-Co phases is due to

n overlapping of the cobalt t2g orbitals, across the shared edges of
he CoO6 octahedra, in CoO2 slabs. It leads to electronic delocaliza-
ion within cobalt slabs, which is possible thanks to the presence
f Co4+ ions (t5

2g e0
g) and to a short distance between two cobalt

Fig. 3. SEM pictures of Na0.6CoO2 particles, distributed at the junction
�-Co (electrochemical oxidation 1.00 1.05 +5%
�-Co (chemical oxidation) 0.90 0.95 +12%

atoms (dCo–Co = 2.82 Å), lower than the critical Goodenough radius
[20] (Rc = 2.885 Å).

3.2. Results of electrochemical tests

Fig. 2 allows to compare the electrochemical behaviors of the
various phases, Na0.6CoO2 and deriving phases, as conductive addi-
tives to Ni(OH)2 active material. The number of electrons exchanged
(NEE) per nickel atom is displayed as a function of the cycle num-
ber. Whatever the conductive material added, the cells exhibit good
capacities with a NEE close to 1, which has to be compared with the
cell without any additive, which allows to recover only 40% of the
theoretical capacity.

After 30 cycles, the batteries were subjected to a short-circuit

test, as described in Section 2, simulating a deep discharge or a
long storage at the discharged state of the cell. The values of the NEE
before and after the short-circuit test, for each conductive material,
are reported in Table 2.

of two spherical agglomerates of nickel hydroxide crystallites.
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With the Co(OH)2 cobalt hydroxide, the reference conductive
dditive, the capacity of the battery decreases of 7% after the short-
ircuit test. This known behavior illustrates the instability, at low
otential, of the conductive HxCoO2 phase [4], formed during the
rst charge. As explained in Section 1 the introduction, the con-
uctive phase is reduced into Co(OH)2, which tends to be dissolved

n the electrolyte, leading to damage the conductive network; the
ctive material does not completely work any longer, which results
n a decrease of the cell capacity.

For all other conductive materials added, the capacity of the bat-
ery exhibits an increase (5–12%) after the short-circuit test. Very
urprisingly, the cell without additive shows similar behavior, with
high increase of the capacity (+25%). Such behavior will be investi-
ated in a forthcoming paper, it may be due to partial redistribution
f the active matter during the short-circuit.

In order to investigate the phenomena, which occurred in the
aterial during the short-circuit experiment, the evolution of the

dditive materials was followed through XRD and SEM analysis of
he electrodes, all along the cycling process.

. Evolution of the texture of the NOE

Aiming at studying the evolution of the nickel oxide electrode
uring the cycling process, depending on the cobalt phase added, 4

dentical cells, containing a same additive phase, are cycled simul-
aneously and stopped at different times of the cycling experiment:
fter soaking in 8 M KOH electrolyte for one night, after about 30
ycles, after the short-circuit test for 3 days on a resistor, and at the
nd of the cycling. Each time, the electrode is rinsed with deionised
ater, dried at 60 ◦C and analysed by XRD and SEM.

As an illustration, Fig. 3 presents SEM pictures of the nickel elec-
rode with the Na0.6CoO2 additive: cobalt plates are distributed at
he junction of two spherical agglomerates, which are constituted
f primary crystallites of nickel hydroxide. Thanks to its ideal dis-
ribution, the additive material can fully play its role of conductive
dditive, by collecting electrons, exchanged at every nickel hydrox-
de sphere. Let us note that, in the following, pictures are focused on
lates of cobalt conductive additive, rather than on nickel hydroxide
articles.

.1. With the Co(OH)2 reference additive

Figs. 4 and 5 present X-ray diffraction and SEM analysis results,
btained for Ni(OH)2 electrodes with reference Co(OH)2 added.
n the initial state, the lines, characteristic of �(II)-Ni(OH)2 and
(II)-Co(OH)2, are present. After soaking of the electrode in the
lectrolyte, the diffraction lines of �(II)-Co(OH)2 disappear, while
shoulder appears on the right of the (0 0 1) line of Ni(OH)2,
hich can be attributed to the (0 0 3) line of a �(III)-Co type
hase, formed by oxidation of Co(OH)2 by air. As expected, the
(III)-Co phase continues to grow and remains stable during the
ycling. SEM pictures of the electrode, obtained after 30 cycles,
re presented in Fig. 5, show that the cobalt material exhibits
wo types of morphology: plate-shaped particles, analogous with
he initial morphology (Fig. 5a) and thin flakes (Fig. 5b). Pra-
ong et al. claimed that cobalt oxyhydroxides can exhibit different
extures, depending on the experimental conditions of oxidation
charging rate in particular) of Co(OH)2 into CoOOH [22]. The tex-
ure observed in Fig. 5a may correspond to oxidation within the
olid state, while the new texture, observed in Fig. 5b, is signifi-

antly different from that of the initial plates and corresponds to
dissolution/precipitation process of the cobalt phase. As known,
o(OH)2 is transformed during the first charge into a highly con-
uctive HxCoO2 oxyhydroxide, which ensures a good capacity for
he battery [2,3,21]. The transformation occurs in situ through a
Fig. 4. Evolution of the XRD patterns of an electrode containing Ni(OH)2 with 33%
Co(OH)2 added, at different times of the cycling process: at the initial state, after
soaking, after 30 cycles just before short-circuit, after short-circuit and at the end of
the cycling process.

dissolution/precipitation process via the formation of a blue Co(II)
complex ion [2].

After the short-circuit, simulating deep discharge, no significant
difference can be observed on the X-ray diagrams (Fig. 4). Such
result could seem contradictory to the expected partial reduction of
the HxCoO2 conductive phase into �(II)-Co(OH)2, normally at 0.67 V
[6]. The �(II)-Co(OH)2 can actually not be observed for two main
reasons: first, it is dissolved within the electrolyte at low potential
[23] and second, it can be spontaneously oxidized into stoichiomet-
ric �(III)-CoOOH [24] by air, when the electrode is removed from
the electrolyte and prepared for X-ray diffraction experiment.

4.2. With the Na0.6CoO2 and �-type phases as conductive

additives

Fig. 6 presents the X-ray diffraction patterns of electrodes
containing 33 wt.% Na0.6CoO2, added to Ni(OH)2, and stopped at
different points of the cycling process. After 18 h soaking of the
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ig. 5. SEM pictures, focused on the cobalt additive, in an electrode containing Ni
orphology (a) and (b) were observed on the same cycled electrode.

lectrode in the electrolyte, the diffraction lines, related to the
ickel hydroxide phase are not modified, whereas an interstratified
obalt phase, characterized by a wide and dissymmetric peak at low
ngles (* in Fig. 6), appears. The distance that corresponds to this
ide peak (around 6.67 Å) is intermediate between the distances

hat are observed for the (0 0 3) lines of Na0.6CoO2 (d(0 0 3) = 5.51 Å)
nd �-Co (d(0 0 3) = 6.85 Å). The presence of such an interstratified
hase is in accordance with the results obtained during the specific
tudy of the evolution of Na0.6CoO2 in KOH solution [17]. This work
ighlighted, thanks to ageing tests, a spontaneous transformation
f Na0.6CoO2 into �-Co, with a mechanism of exchange of alkaline
ons in interslab space. This transformation is progressive and takes
lace via the formation of an interstratified phase.

After about thirty cycles (just before the short-circuit exper-
ment), the Na0.6CoO2 phase has completely disappeared, at the
xpense of a �-Co phase. Indeed, it should be noticed that the line
bserved at about 6.83 Å (2� = 15◦) can be unambiguously assigned
o a �-Co phase ((0 0 3) line), rather than to �-Ni oxyhydroxide
hase, because of its narrow width. The �-Co phase that appeared
uring cycling remains stable after short-circuit, which confirms its
ood stability in cycling, as already claimed by Tronel et al. [16].
SEM analysis has been performed on these electrodes. Several
epresentative pictures, focused on cobalt materials, are shown
n Fig. 7. At the initial state, the plates of Na0.6CoO2 are dis-
ributed around the nickel hydroxide agglomerate spheres. During
he cycling process, the microstructure of the additive material
with 33% Co(OH)2 added, at the initial state and after 30 cycles. The two types of

is almost not altered, which is in accordance with its stability.
In particular, the thin flakes texture, characteristic of precipitated
�(III)-Co (as presented in Fig. 5b), is not observed.

Similar investigation has been performed on electrodes con-
taining the other studied materials (the Na0.6CoO2 phase, aged in
electrolyte, and the �-Co phases, obtained by electrochemical or
chemical oxidation of Na0.6CoO2). The X-ray diffraction and SEM
results are not presented here because, for all the three cases, the
behavior is quite similar to that observed for pristine Na0.6CoO2.

5. Effect of short-circuit on the electrochemical behavior of
the cobalt conductive additives

The aim of the experiments, reported in this paragraph, is to
compare the behavior of �-Co and �(III)-Co, which are the conduc-
tive materials formed in situ, from Na0.6CoO2 and from reference
Co(OH)2 respectively, in relation to short-circuit and to their “resis-
tance” to deep discharge. For this purpose, short-circuit test was
performed on electrodes containing only cobalt phases, without
nickel hydroxide, contrarily to Section 4, in which electrodes were

containing Ni(OH)2 together with the cobalt additives.

In a first step, the absence of any influence of the nickel foam
on the increase of the cell capacity observed after short-circuit was
checked. The metallic nickel foam is indeed both the support and
the current collector of the electrode. In order to know if foam nickel
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circuit. As indicated in Fig. 8 by dotted lines, the diagram of the
Na0.6CoO2 based electrode presents a mixture containing �-Co,
�(III)-Co and an interstratified phase. Such interstratified phase,
already described in Section 4.2, was reported to consist of a ran-
dom stacking of �-Co and �(III)-Co planes, resulting from partial
ig. 6. Evolution of the XRD patterns of an electrode containing Ni(OH)2 with 33%
a0.6CoO2 added, at different times of the cycling process: at the initial state, after

oaking in electrolyte, after 30 cycles just before short-circuit, after short-circuit and
t the end of the cycling process.

ould significantly take part to cell capacity, a cycling process with
hort-circuit test was carried out on a single foam. The X-ray diffrac-
ion pattern of metallic nickel foam after cycling (not presented
ere) does not show any difference with that before cycling. No
ickel hydroxide phase, which could be formed from oxidation of
he nickel foam, or from NiO thin film present on the surface, was
bserved. Therefore, the metallic nickel foam cannot be considered
s responsible for the capacity increase that is observed after the
hort-circuit.

The electrodes containing either Na0.6CoO2 or Co(OH)2, without
ickel hydroxide, were charged before the short-circuit test (the
heoretical capacity of the cells was calculated on the basis of one
lectron exchanged per cobalt atom). The Na0.6CoO2 based cell was
harged for 5 h, at the C/20 rate, to remove 0.25 electrons per cobalt

tom, which is necessary to oxidize Na0.6CoO2 into �-Co [17]. The
o(OH)2 based cell was in turn charged for 6 h, at the C/5 rate, to
emove 1 electron, and reach therefore �(III)-Co. Fig. 8 allows us
o compare the XRD patterns of the cells after short-circuit (for
larity reasons, the diagrams of the �-Co and �(III)-Co obtained
ources 193 (2009) 864–870 869

after oxidation were not reported in Fig. 8, they were identical to
those reported in Figs. 6 and 4 just before short circuit). The X-
ray diagram of the Co(OH)2 based electrode just after short circuit
shows a mixture of �(II)-Co and �(III)-Co cobalt oxides, which is
an evidence for the reduction of �(III) into �(II) during the short
Fig. 7. SEM pictures of an electrode containing Ni(OH)2 with 33% Na0.6CoO2 added,
at different times of the cycling process: at the initial state, after 30 cycles just before
short-circuit, after short-circuit and at the end of the cycling process. PTFE threads
can be observed on some pictures.
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ig. 8. X-ray diffraction patterns of Na0.6CoO2 and Co(OH)2 based electrodes,
harged and subjected to a short-circuit test.

eduction of some �-Co planes into �(III) ones [17]. The fact that the

eduction of �-Co passes through an intermediate interstratified
hase, before reaching �(III)-Co, is in favour of the higher stabil-

ty of �-Co with regard to �(III)-Co, in deep discharge conditions.
his should be due to lower reduction kinetics of the �-Co phase,
s compared with �(III)-Co.

[
[

[

[

ources 193 (2009) 864–870

6. Conclusion

In the presence of additive cobalt phases (Na0.6CoO2, hydrated
cobalt oxyhydroxides and reference Co(OH)2), 90–100% of the
Ni(OH)2 active material is electrochemically working. The cell
behaviors are similar with our Na0.6CoO2 or � derivative phases.
During a deep discharge, the cobalt phases are indeed not reduced
into �(III)-CoOOH (then �(II)-Co(OH)2), thanks to a slow reduction
kinetics. Nevertheless, they can be reduced into an interstratified
phase, characterized by a random stacking of � and �(III) planes,
which are reoxidized into �-Co during the subsequent charge. The
integrity of the conductive network is therefore maintained, con-
trarily to what happens with the HxCoO2 phase, formed from the
Co(OH)2 reference additive.
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